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DERMINAT ION OF FILM ÇO11PICiNT 

FOI BOILING AMMONIA 

LNTRODUCTI ON 

In any experiment which determines the physical prop- 

erties of a substance, it is expedient to discuss the uses 

of the substance. The reason for this is that the uses 

demand that the physical properties be deternined. 

Thermodynamic properties of working fluids hare much 

to do w1th their suitability for use in a given process. 

As the boilïn temperature of any liquid may be iade to 

chance with the pressure exerted upon it, it is qzite easy 

to cause a liquid refrigerant to boll at any desired tern- 

perature by placinb it in a vessel where the required 

pressure may be maintained. 

0f the many liquids which boil at temperatures suit- 

able for rofrieration, few possess all the requirements 

for a practical refrigerant. in largo refri;eration 

plants, ammonia is used as a refrigerant almost exclusively. 

This Is because of the high latent heat it will absorb per 

pound durin the change of state from a liquid to a vapor, 

and also because the operatin; pressures are desirable. 

Due to the hi:i toxicity of am«onia, it no lonor is used 

in small units such as household refrlorators. 
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In the design of ammonia evaporators, the fundamental 

principles that govern heat transfer must be understood. 

By correlation of experimental data, much information can 

be accumulated. This is the reason for running this ex- 

periment and many similar experiments on other fluids. 

Theory 

Knowledge of the thermodynamic properties of fluids 

has reached a high sta e of perfection. specially where 

fluids undergo the chango of state from a liquid to a 

vapor and VICC versa. This can be seen from the various 

tables, steam, ammonia, etc, where heat quantities have 

been determined to tenths of a Btu per pound. In contrast 

to this, k x iowiedge of the processes connected with the 

generation and condensation of vapors has boon developed 

but little. The generation of vapors is especially im- 

portant because of the tjps of apparabus employed,such as 

steam boilers and the evaporators used in refrigeration 

plants and chemical industries. 
The process which deserves mob consideration is the 

method by which heat is transferred. When a liquid is 

heated without boiling, the heat transfer is governed by 

the laws of convection arid the film conductance can be 

predicted quite accurately. But when boiling! occurs, 

bubbles of vapor are formed and liberated from the surface 
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in contact w1t}. the liquid and turbulence of uncertain 

nagn1tuo is set up. If vapor 18 able to exist as a 

separate phase, a surface of separation is necessary; but 

the liquid. offers resistance to t,he formation of a curved 

surface, and it becomes apparent that surface tension has 

to be consIdered from the standpoInt of a as to liquid 

interface. 

The heat transfer, then may be divided into two parts. 

First, the heat that is transferred from the heated solid 

surface to the boiling fluid, and secondly, the heat that 

is transferred from the liquid to the bubble. It is mown 

riowever, that the film coefficient depends UOfl how great 

a fraction of the ileatin; surface is in contact with liquid 

rather than with the vapor bubIDles. Since the rate of heat 

transfer from the heated surface to the liquid is much 

higher than the rate to th vapor, the film coefficient is 

increased by anyth1n that either reduces the size of tho 

bubbles formed or reduces the time for the bubbles to break 

away froni the surface. (1, ôLI.8_9)* 

Film Concept 

When a fluid, even though moving, is in contact with 

a solid surface, there exists ari adhering fluid film which 

* 
Numbers in parentheses refer to bibliography. 



may be statiorn.ry at the surface and moving at low voloci- 

ties c1os1y adjacent therto. Th fluid film, which on 

tbe o1id surface de has zero velocity, acts on the flow 

of heat as if it wore an entirely different substance. The 

fluid on the ;Lain trexn ha considerable freedori of move- 

ment, and differences of temperature are riot very great 

especially when the flow is turbulent. The mass velocity 

flow of th fluid determiri the thickne8s of the film. 

Let us suppo8e that water is to be cooled by cvaperatirg 

refri erant in a coil irnniersod In the water. In comtct 

with the 8urface of the pipe coil there is a fln of 'ater 

that may be thought of as bein stationary. This filin 

offers resistance to heut flow throuh it from the water 

to be cooled to the pipe surface. The pipe wail offers 

additional resi8tarlce. Inside of the pipe there is a film. 

of refrigerant liquid tnd vapor that may be thought of aa 

being Btationary, which offers additional re8istnoe. If 

either surface of the pipe hais an scalo, dirt, or oil on 

it, the effect will be to offer still moro resistance. The 

total resistance will then be the sum of the above named 

resistances. Obviously the resistance of any film will 

depend on the substance of which the film consists and the 

thickness of the film. It is then quite evident that the 

resistance of the funi would be deondent upon the physical 

properties of bhe substance in question. (2, 16-17) 



Effects of Various Parameters in Boiling 

Analysis of existing data shows that there are a 

number of factors of importance. 

The film coefficients depend not only upon the kind 

of fluid involved and upon the pressure and temperature of 

the fluid but also upon the type of retaining tube surface 

and position. 

)< t,00C 
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TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE 

Figure 1. Typical Boiling Curve 

Figure 1 shows the general trend of the change of 

film coefficient and heat flux with the change of mean 

teiperature difference. (3, !69) In this experiment, only 

the portion of the curve marked which is in the nucleate 
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boum: region has been determined. 

The effect of changing the saturation prossure shows 

that the film coefficient is proportional to some power of 

the reduced pressure. (L1., 308) 

The effect of change in tube diameter ahows that the 

film coefficient is not changed substantially. (14, 3114) 

Usually in heat transfer processes there is an attent 

at correlating experimental data with the physical prop- 

ertios of the fluid. But in the light of present knowledge 

of the mechanism of vaporization, mathematical expressions 

are therefore uncertain and values of the film coefficient 

must be determined experimentally for iost cases. (5, 121) 



OBJJCT 

The purpose of the experiment was to determine te 

film coefficient of heat transfer from metal surface to 

boiling ammonia in its capacity as a refrigerant. The 

operating variables wore heat flux and ean teniperature 

difference. Pressure within reasonable limits was held 

constant. 

In actual operating conditions the mean temperature 

difference between the medium to be cooled and the ammonia 

must of necessity be kept low for economic reasons. The 

reason for this is the fact that the suction pressure on 

the evaporator should be high enough to give sufficient 

weight of flow to the compressor for a required refriger- 

ating effect. 

Since sufficient time was not available for a more 

extended program, the film coefficient was determined only 

Cor a horizontal, single pipe, flooded evaporator. 



APPAIATUS 

Ammonia was used a a refrigerant in a horizontal 

evaporator which for all practical purposes was flooded 

with saturated liquid. This operation was accomplished by 

the use of a low side float valve which maintained a cori- 

stant level of liquid ammonia in an accumulator or separa- 

tor, The vapor which flashed was taken off at the top of 

the accumulator and bypassed directly to the suction of 

the compressor. The liquid from the lower part of the ac- 

cuuiator flowed into the evaporator. Since the rate of 

flow was much greater than the evaporating capacity of the 

test unit this unit was thoroughly flooded throughout its 

length. A sight glass at the inlet and outlet made pos- 

aible observation of the flow arid large quantities of 

liquid were visible at both points. The desired evaporat- 

in pressure was maintained by a back pressure valve 

throuh which the flow passed Into a secondary evaporator 

before returning to the onpreasor. 

Figure 2 is a dIagraìmiatic arrangement of the test 

apparatus. Refrieratlon was furnished by a two-cylinder 

reciprocating compressor. (Figure 3) There was an oil 

separator and an oil filter in the line before the evapo- 

rator, which removed practically all the oil. 

Load was applied by means of water circulated through 

the evaporator as shown. water ciroulating through the 
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Figure 3. Photograph of twocy1inder, 
ammonia compressor, with 
suction valve in piston. 
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jaaket was weihed. Load was detezrn1ned by the tempera- 

ture drop arid the weight of water f1owin; per unit time. 

The evaporator was a double pipe type with rofrirerant 

In the inner tube and water fiowin in the annular apace 

and consisted of' a three..quarter inch extra heavy wrouht 

iron pipe, with seventeen feet of experimental 1ngth 

placed in a horizontal position. Water jacket made up of 

one and one-half inch pipe was placed over the experimental 

pipe. The water jacket was covered with strips of three 

quarter inch thick Kimsul insulation. The necessary number 

of tees was installed to allow for the entrance of ther- 

mometers, thermocouples, and water. Also water jackets 

were assembled on both ends of the experimental pipo for 

the purpose of eliminatin' end effects. Figure L. shs a 

cutaway section of one end of the experimental pipe with 

the end effects jacket in placo. 

All of the temperatures were taken by means of No. 26 

chromol-alumel thermocouples and calibrated thermometers. 

To measure outside surface temperatures of the experimental 

pipe, thermocouple junctions were silver-soldered into the 

upstream end of a slot milled in the pipe. This slot was 

two inches 1on and 0.03 inch deep. The solder was filed 

down f Lsh with the surface of the pipe to eliminate tur- 

bulence at the junction. The trailing wires were varnished 

with insulating varnish and then varnished into the slot. 



AMMONIA 

DETAIL SECTION 

EXPERIMENTAL AMMONIA EVAPORATOR 

FULL SCALE 

Figure 14 

AMMONIA THERMOCOUPLE 

SURFACE THERMOCOUPLES 
VARNISHED INTO 0.030" SLOT 

WATER IN 

END EFFECTS 

WATER OUT 

WATER IN 
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The purpose of this was to keep the temperature of the wire 

adjacent to the junction the same as the junction so that 

there would be no heat flow from the moving stream of water 

to the junction. 

Eight thermocouple junctions were installed in the 

above manner. Four were installed on the top surface and 

four on the bottom surface ot' the pipe. Top and bottom 

pairs vere at a definIte oInt alon. the 1enth of the 

pipe. The ammonia temperatures were taken by two thermo 

couples immersed in the ammonia and placed at both ends of 

the experimental pipe. 

Thermocouple leads soldered to copper leads to form 

the cold junction (Figure 5) were placed in hollow glass 

containers. These were placed in a cold juncticn box. 

The box was so arranged that it could be filled with 

crushed ice. The box was also equipped with a thermometer 

so that a check on the cold junction could be made at all 

times. The copper leads went to a multiple selector switch 

and from there two leads went to a Leeds and Northrup port- 

able precision potentiometer number 8662 and serial number 

7061.4.68, whIch could be read to 0.001 millivolt, 

Four thermometers were used to measure water tempera- 

tures. They had one deg'ee divisione. Also they were 

calibrated and useo with magnifiers to read to one-tenth 

of a degree. 
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Figure f. Photograph showing Leeds and Northrup 
potentiometer, selector switch, and 
cold junction. 



Li order to oalibr&te tIL8 thermocouples in dace, 

three points were needed to plot & straight li calibra- 

tiorA curve. This was dorio by circulating water through 

the jackets for at least an hour to be eure of equilibriùn 

conditions. Jotentiorneter readlnLs of the ten thema- 

couples were then taken, A separate calibration curve was 

nado for each couple. (Figure 6) 

For experiment runs, circulating atcr was adjusted 

to a predetermined rate of flow, and the pressure on the 

evaporator adjusted to about 50-60 pounds per square Inch 

gase. E4uilibrium conditions were reached in about two 

hours, after WhiCh readings were taken. Two readings cre 

takeii for each run, as a precaution against pOSSIblO error. 

The test results were calculated, To determIne the 

total film coefficient for the ammonia, the average of the 

top and bottom pipe suxfaco temperabure was used. Also 

the top surface temperatures were used in detommininp; filin 

coefficients. 

Derivation of Formulae Used 

Laws have been set up which will predict all types of 

energy flow. Ike iíos conaon law in uso is that for the 

uxiidimensional flow of electrical energy, Obms Law, ich 
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states that the electrical potential i proportional to 

the electrical flux, where the proportionalitr constant 

called res is tance is determined exp erimentaiiy. 

n analogy to Olmi' Iaw Is the unidirnensional flow of 

heat enory. Here the potential is xasured by tempera 

ture difference. Flux is 
pr unit area "Á, uorial 
tionality constant is det 

writ t en ¡ 

Lt rnq/ 

When heat is flowing 

the tiiue xate of heat f1oi "q9, 

to the flow of heat. The propor- 

ruiined experirntintally. It nay be 

(1) 

through a solid of given thíck 

ness, the proportionality constant "iii" becomes L/k, where 

L is the thickness parallel to the flow of heat, and "k" 

is called the thermal conductivity. 'then heat is flowing 

from a solid to a liquid in motion, there is no method of 

measuring the film thickness; therefore, becomes 3./h 

or t±m film resistance to heat transfer, where "h" is 
called the film coefficient of heat transfer. 

It will be assumed that the experimental pipe is a 

hollow cylindrical body of circular cross section, and the 

direction of heat flow is at all points radial and per- 

pendicuiar to the axis of the cylinder. Therefore, for 

heat flow tkwough the solid portion let the inner radius 

be rtr1 and the outer radius be 1r0Tt, and the correspond 

ing temperatures be "ti" and "te". Heat flow per unit 



time, "q" flows from the outer to the inner surface of the 

cylinder of length "17. This heat flows across proros- 

sively smaller areas of the cylinder. Therefore equation 

(1) becomes an integral: 

dt - 

fb0 
dt - 

J tj 
2kJ rj r 

r 
a q 

t0 - i 24k (2) 

Also the same amount of heat must flow through the film 

on the inner surface of the pipe. Therofore equation (1) 

becomes: 

ï. h 2tr1l, (3) 

where 't" is the temperature of the fluid flowing in the 

cylinder. Solving for the temperature differences in the 

above two equations and 

t; - t 
o 2itl, 

adding, 
ro/ 

ILfl :.& 

the 

+ _.l ____ 
hr1 

equation becomes: 

( 
J t) 

k 

From this, solve for "Ii": 

k/r 

h 2*ik ?0 -t) - q Ln 110/rj (5) 

The experimental constants re r1, r0, k, and 1,. The 

values to be determined are q, and (t0 t). It must be 

remembered tliat the flow of' liquids is in counterfiow and 

that (t0 - t) must be represented by the logarithmic mean 



temperature difference. The nomenclature and units used 

are: 
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h film coefficient of heat transfer, Btu/hr°F-ft2 

q a heat transferred, ßtu/hr 

k thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-°F-ft2/ft 

1, length of pipe, feet 

- logarithmic misan temperature difference, between 

outside pipe surface and fluid in pipe, °F 

outside radius of pipe, feet 

inside radius of pipe, feet 

ìxperimental constants are: 

r0* O.0L37 feet 

r1a 0.0309 feet 

k * 3L.9 ßtu/hr-°F-ft2/ft wrought iron, (Lj., 381) 

i u feet 

Substituting experimental constants, equatIon () becomes: 

1l'O g h 22O (t0 ti - 0.31J3 q 
(6) 

ieat transferred is determined from the weight and change 

in temperature of water: 

q a (t1 - t3) (7) 

w a weight of water flow, lb/hr 

t1a temperature of water entering evaporator, Oj 

t3a tenperature of water leaving evaporator, O 
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Substituting constants in equation (3), 

g (8) 
h 

where: 

2.22 
heat flux, Btu/hr-Ct2 inside surface 

L\ t log-moan temperature difference between inside 

surface and ammonia, F 

Sample Calculations 

Data: 

w - 1230 lb/hr 

t1- 2.5 F 

t3' 149.L1. F 

te,- L8Lt. 40.3 F 

t 3.7 0F 

q a 1230 ('2. - 19.L1.) (7) 

* 3813 Btu/hP 

* 
8.1 to-t LnbL-7 Ln12. 

- 3,.7 L1.. 

* 8.1 F 

h 
1130 x 3313 

220 X 3.1 -0.33 X 3313 
(6) 
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220 Btu/hr-F-ft2 

¿t () 

* 7,33 F 



DISCUSSION OF RULTS 

Trend of Curves 
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The following set of curves represents the significant 

data obtained as described ifl the procedure. Figures 7 and 

3 were obtained at an evaporator pressure of from O to 6 

psig. The temperature difference between the inside metal 

surface and the ammonia varied from two to ten F. In this 

range the film coefficient varied from 160 to 370 Btu per 

hr-F-ft2, while the heat flux varied from t120 to 3300 Btu 

per hr-ft2 of inside surface. 

The trend of these two curves follows that outlined in 

Figure 1, for the portion of the curve which is of particu- 

lar interest for this experiment. Loglog plot was used 

because it has been employed by previous investigators who 

have studied a greater range of mean temperature differ- 

erices. For the range of mean temperatures covered in this 

oxjerirnent a aomi-logarithmic plot gives a more compre- 

henaive curve. The plot of heat flux against temperature 

difference gives a straight lino while the plot of film 

coefficient gives a curve with a slightly increasing slope. 

The equation determined for heat flux in terms of mean 

temperature difference is: 

Ln (q/A) i.28( t) + .31 
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FIGURE 7 

AMMONIA BOILING AT 50-56 PSIG. IN A FLOODED 

HORIZONTAL SINGLE TUBE EVAPORATOR. PLOT OF FILM 

COEFFICIENT,h, AGAINST INSIDE MEAN TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE, t. 

O Values for average temperature of pipe surface. 

Values for top temperature of pipe surface. 
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This equation is of course limited to the operating pres 

sure which for this experiment was 53 psig. For other 

pressures the above equation would probably take the form: 

Lin (q/Â) 0.23 C t) + 5.3]. + #(p) 

where IRR) is some function of the pressure, which would 

give a family of straight lines on seiii-logarithmic paper. 

In Figure 7, the top surface temperatures were used 

in determining the film coefficient for the upper crve. 

It is believed any values between the limits of these two 

curves wi].l give reasonable design values for the film 

coefficient, although it would be considered that the 

values of film coefficient found by using the average sur- 

face temperature will give the worst possible conditions 

encountered. This of course is the value to be used in 

the design of evaporators. 

EjTectof Oil n the Ivaporator 

Contrary to what would be expected by laws of con- 

veotiori, the temperature of the bottom surface was higher 

than the toj) surface of the pipe. This would seem to in.- 

dicate that there was more resistance to flow of heat 

through the bottom surface than through the top surface. 

This can be attributed to lubricating oil which flows 

through the system despite all atteripts to remove it. 

As stated in the procedure, the average of top and 



bottom surface tcmperatures was used to determine the film 

coefficient ror rnnonia under actual operatin condïtlons. 

This is not a truly correct method due to the fact that the 

oil film probably does not offer the same resistance at all 

points of the surface. This condition affects tue tempera- 

turo distribution. The fact that the temperature differ- 

ence along the bottom of the pipe was greater than along 

the top would indicate that the oil film on the bottom of 

the pipe is thicker than alon the top of the pipe. This 

can be substantiated by the fact that the oil is heavier 

than he ammonia. Also oil was conclusively known to be in 

the system because of the presence of oil in the sight 

J.asa. 

Because the thickness of the oil film was not known, 

no attempt was made to determine the film coefficient for 

ammonia alone. The objective was to simulate actual oper- 

ating conditions. 

Effect of Change in Saturation Pressure 

Because the only heat exchane medium available was 

water, saturation pressures corresponding to temperatures 

above the freezing point of water had to be used. In 

actual practice, temperatures much below this arc used. 

To simulate these conditions, a relation recommended by 

i. Jakob (6), will be used. The equation is: 
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h 

wherein the subscript '1s" relates to standard atmospheric 

conditions. This relation has been used in plotting 

Figure 9. 

Conparison to Other xperirnental Methods 

The determination of the film coefficìent for boiling 

liquids has been carried out by many investigators in the 

past. Their apparatus and procedure have differed from 

;iiiat used in this experiment. iiost of the investigations 

have included the film boiling region as well as the nu- 

cleate boiling region (Figura 1). Aleo the evap orators 

take various and sundry shapes and positions, e.g., boiling 

inside and outside of tubes, vertical, horizontal, and ifl 

dined evaporators, horizontal plates, rough and polished 

heat exchange surfaces, oto. Therefore any comparison to 

other exporimcntal work would be added only for operation 

similar to that employed in this experiment. 

Ashley (7) has conducted a similar experiment on 

Freon-12, but the procedure was somewhat different. He 

used the total resistance method, that is, the mass vel- 

ocity of the water had to be determined to calculate the 

film coefficient for the water, where this experiment corn- 

pletely eliinated the water film by the use of surface 

thermocouples. Also Mr. Ashleys evaporator was not 
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operated flooded, but wa used as a direct expanaion systeni 

where flash gas entered with the liquid. The resulta of 

Mr. Ashleys experiment seen comparable, althouh the units 

used in p1ottin graph3 do not conform to those used in 

standard praotioe and seei meaningless, 

Error 

As has been stated in the description of apparatus 

painstaking precautions have been taken to make sure that 

the nioasurement of trnperatures would be as accurate as 

possible. Surface te.raperaturo which are difficult to 

measure would probably offer a sizeable error if therno- 

coujle5 are not properly installed. This was illustrated 

by therniocouplos nìne and eleven (FiGure 2) which were not 

filed down flush with the outside surface of the pipe and 

gave obvioua error. Readings from those thermocouples were 

not used. 

rror introduced by the use or mercury therìometers 

would be aostly due to not having the average water ton- 

perature. This can be neglected because the bulb of the 

theriometer would register an average tempe rature as its 

length would cover the cross section of flow. 

îeat gain to the water from ambient outside condi- 

tions has been estimated to be about two per cent of the 

heat transferred and therefore can be neglected. 
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L 
Figure 10. Photographs of ammonia boiling in an 

inclined sight glass. Photographs 
taken looking down into glass at an 
angle of L degrees. 
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Ieu1ation by ku Low side Cloat vt1vo causíd suroe 

which could be aee.ì ií the iht glass ctnd recorded by the 

pressure gage. The variation of static pressure due to 

tiij was not more tian one pound per square inch for th 

low heat fl-ax used ii this experiment. Thi8 alone would 

account for ap?rec.iable error because the change in pz'es- 

sure also chano the saturation temperature of ammonia. 

A chane in one pound por square Inch changes the tumpe'a 

tuve abot one decree F. 

Preasurc dro1 dzo to pipe friction was negliible. It 

can be seen froa 1?iure 2 bhat the pressure on the entrance 

md exit to the evaporator was the sane. 
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In trying to assess the value of experimental work 

presented in this paper one of the most important questions 

is: Hovi f ar can the experimental results be extended with 

good accuracy? To sonic extent this question can be 

answered by a comparison of the operation of the experi- 

mental evaìorator with operation In practical applications. 

Field applications are seen to be very comparable by the 

followIng description. 

Recently flooded evaporator systems have come into 

use especially werx used with blower ' .inits (8); Fiçure 11 

shows ho'x flooded ammonIa system operates. An acoumu- 

labor, wbicr: is simply a large drum is connecttd to the 

dischare of the refrigeration coil. This accumulator then 

connects to the bottom of the coil by means of a tube, A 

definite liquid level Is maintained in the accumulator by 

means of a float switch or a float valve, whichever may be 

desired. In operation liquid anmionia flows into the 

bottom connection of the coil and as it absorbs heat, s-as 

bubbl3 aro formed which tend to rise to the top and thus 

create a thermosyphon which causes liquid and vapor to 

circulate through the coil and back mba the accumulator. 

oept for corifortnation of the evaporabors used in 

praotical application it can be readily aeon that results 
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Figure 11. Schematic diagram of a flooded 
ammonia evaporator'. Cold coil 
can be used with an air blower 
unit. 
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of thIs experiment can be extended to design of evapora- 

tO E;. 

it is weil known that the effect of oil. in a re- 

friucrant is ver detrimental to the perfoxnance or an 

evaporator. This effect abowed conclusively that there was 

an actual decrease ifl the f lin coefficient. 

The oil which is used as a lubricant for the compres- 

or in a refrigeration systei is carried over into the 

condenser with hot aiìirnonia eases. From the condenser the 

oIl enters the evapor'ator. Even in high grade aiLonia 

systems the carryover of oil into the evaporator cannot be 

wholly prevented even with separators and purgers. By this 

line of reasoning it would be believed that the accumula- 

tion of oil in the evaporator would give unpredictable per- 

formance over a eriod of time. This was not found to be 

truc as reproducable results were obtained for an extended 

length of time. 

In Fiure li Is shown an oil drain to purge oil from 

the system. The oil flows to this drain by gravity. This 

would work satisfactorily if static conditions existed, but 

intermittent operation would cause surges where oil would 

be carried over into the coils. 

For the reasons ¿iven in the above paragraphs it is 

believed that the film coefficient found by experiment is 

sound and applicable, The range of mean temperature 
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differences used gives the lowest values of the film coef- 

ficient. By extrapolation to higher values of mean tem- 

perature difference, the film coefficient has an increasing 

s.Lope up to a mazimi It is expected then that the worst 

possible conditions to be encountered in a flooded system 

are contained in the rango determined in this experiment. 

Further investigations In the determination of film 

coefficient for boiling a::mnonia would include operation of 

an inclined, and vertical evaporator. Present data ori the 

various positions of an evaporator show that different 

results are obtained. 
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